YIELD PLUS CHECKING ACCOUNT DISCLOSURE
Effective Date: August 1, 2019
All information on this disclosure is accurate for the effective date listed above. Current interest rates and annual percentage yields are
available by calling our Customer Service Center at 1-800-522-4167. You may also find rate information on our website
https://www.columbiabankonline.com. This account is only available to consumers (natural persons) for personal, family, or household
purposes. It is not available for business purposes nor to entities such as trusts, partnerships, LLCs, corporations, non- profits, etc. All
deposits of cash and non-cash (for example, checks or ACH credits) into an interest bearing Yield Plus Checking Account begin
earning interest from the day of deposit to the date of withdrawal subject to the balance tiers stated below. We use the daily balance
method to calculate interest on all interest bearing accounts, applying a daily periodic rate to the eligible principal balance in the
account each day. The interest rates and annual percentage yields on the variable rate interest bearing Yield Plus Checking
Account may change daily after the account is opened. Interest rates are not tied into any index. They are established at the
discretion of the Columbia Bank Pricing Committee. The minimum amount to open a variable rate Yield Plus Checking account is
$ .01. The minimum balance to earn interest is .01. Interest is credited monthly and compounded monthly. Interest is calculated daily
on the eligible balance in the account based on the stated interest rate that corresponds to the applicable deposit tier depending upon
whether certain account requirements have been satisfied. If you close your variable rate Yield Plus Checking Account before
interest is credited, you will not receive the accrued interest.
Account Requirements to Obtain Special Interest Rates
At least one qualifying direct deposit transaction which must be initiated as an ACH (automated clearinghouse) credit transaction must
post to your account each statement cycle, or at least one bill payment transaction using Columbia Bank’s online banking bill payment
service to pay a third party each statement cycle. Transfers you authorize us to make electronically between your Columbia accounts or
transfers from your account with another bank that you ask us to initiate on your behalf using our Totalmatic transfer system are not
qualifying direct deposits. Some examples of a qualifying direct deposit are your payroll from your employer or federal or state benefits
from a government agency.
Rate Information When Account Requirements Are Not Met
The following rate information applies if you do not have at least one qualifying direct deposit transaction post or one online bill
payment transaction post to your account during a complete statement cycle. There is an exception to this if your very first statement
cycle is a short cycle, then we will pay the rates available as if you had satisfied one of the requirements. If your daily balance is $.01 or
more, the interest rate paid on your Yield Plus account is currently .10% with an annual percentage yield of .10%. The rate and annual
percentage yield may vary after the account is opened.
Rate Information When Account Requirements Are Met Or Initial Cycle Is Short
If your initial statement cycle is less than a full cycle or if within a full statement cycle you have at least one qualifying direct deposit or at
least one Columbia Bank online banking bill payment transaction to pay a third party post to this account, you will earn interest as
stated below. A bill pay transaction is one that is originated using Columbia Bank’s online banking bill payment service.
If your daily balance is $500,000.00 or more, the interest rate paid on the portion of your balance that equals or exceeds $500,000.00 is
currently .10%. The annual percentage yield would range from 1.90% to 1.00% with an assumed total balance of $1 million.
If your daily balance is greater than or equal to $250,000.00 but less than $500,000.00 the interest rate paid on the entire balance in
your account is currently 1.88% with an annual percentage yield of 1.90%
If your daily balance is greater than or equal to $10,000.00, but less than $250,000.00 the interest rate paid on the entire balance in
your account is currently 1.39% with an annual percentage yield of 1.40%.
If your daily balance is greater than or equal to $1,000.00, but less than $10,000.00, the interest rate paid on the entire balance in your
account is currently .25% with an annual percentage yield of .25%.
If your daily balance is greater than or equal to .01, but less than $1,000.00, the interest rate paid on the entire balance in your account
is currently .10% with an annual percentage yield of .10%.
If your daily balance is less than .01, no interest will be paid for that day.
The rates and annual percentage yields mentioned above may vary after the account is opened.
Example
For example, if you have a qualifying direct deposit to your account in the second and third statement cycles but not in the fourth
statement cycle and you have not conducted an online banking bill payment transaction using Columbia Bank’s online bill payment
service in the fourth statement cycle, you will only be paid .10% on the balance in your account and the other rates and tiers will not
apply. If in the fifth statement cycle you have received a qualifying direct deposit transaction or you conducted a qualifying Columbia
Bank online banking bill payment transaction, then the account will earn interest as shown in the “Rate Information When Account
Requirements Are Met or Initial Cycle Is Short” section.
Fee Information
Please see our Deposit Account Agreement and Disclosure and our General Schedule of Fees for other fees that may apply to this
account. The following information supplements the information about fees shown in these other disclosures.
This account provides for a waiver of up to six (6) ATM surcharge fees or $20, whichever is less, for each statement cycle when you
use your Columbia Bank Visa® Debit Card (hereafter referred to as “your card”) at domestic ATMs not owned or operated by us and
the owner of such ATMs adds a surcharge to your transaction. The refund of such surcharge fees will appear on your statement as a
credit. The maximum rebate per 12 month statement cycle period is $240. The surcharge rebate applies only to transactions debited
from your Yield Plus checking account and not, other Columbia Bank accounts that may be secondary accounts listed on your card.
When you use your card at domestic ATMs not owned or operated by us and select this account as your debit account, we will not
charge you the fees shown on the general schedule of fees or within the Electronic Fund Transfer Disclosure within the Deposit
Account Agreement and Disclosure for balance inquiries or withdrawals or for conducting transfers between Columbia accounts. We
will also not charge you any fees for domestic POS debit card PIN-based transactions when you use your card to withdraw funds from
your Yield Plus checking account. If you use your card to conduct international ATM transactions, you are subject to the fees from us
shown on the general schedule of fees as well as any fees assessed by the owners of such ATMs. If you use your card to conduct
international POS transactions using a PIN, you are subject to the fee from us shown on the general schedule of fees as well as any
fees assessed by the merchants.
Your first order of Columbia Bank stock checks is free. You will be charged for subsequent orders of such checks or if you order
checks with other designs.
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